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Since at least Converse (1964) and Stokes and Miller (1962), survey research has painted a rather grim picture of the average citizen’s knowledge of politics. From these findings, many scholars draw strong normative conclusions regarding the health of contemporary democracy and its capacity to reach egalitarian ideals (e.g., Luskin 1990: 333). Researchers in this tradition advance what, on first glance, appears to be a persuasive claim: citizens must possess substantial factual knowledge about government, policies, and politicians in order to judge political actors and to be able to induce effective accountability (e.g., Delli Carpini and Keeter 1996: 65). In survey after survey, however, the typical American scores poorly across a variety of political knowledge measures. Moreover, the United States is hardly alone in this regard (Almond and Verba 1963). It follows that the promises of contemporary democracy are realized for the privileged few at the top of society’s knowledge pyramid, while for most citizens democracy amounts only to “tragedy or farce” (Delli Carpini and Keeter 1996: 60).

We argue that such pessimistic normative conclusions derive from a hasty application of normative theory to survey methods. In contrast to this pessimistic vision, both Madisonian and deliberative democratic theory place less emphasis on a static picture of citizens carrying around factual knowledge with them in order to enforce accountability uniformly. Instead, citizens begin with inchoate opinions about the relative priority of policy problems. They expect their representatives to gather information and formulate concrete solutions, exercising appropriate judgment in an iterated division of political labor (e.g., Habermas 1996:357, Hamilton, Madison, & Jay 1961, Bianco 1994, Neblo 2005). For accountability to be effective, citizens need to possess the capacity to monitor their representative on the potentially rare occasions when they choose to gear up on an issue (Esterling 2004). It is this (often latent) capacity that causes representatives to exercise judgment on their constituents’ behalf (Pitkin 1967: 222-3). On this view, standard general knowledge measures are not well tailored to the normative questions regarding representation and accountability (Prior and Lupia, forthcoming). As a result, the typical citizen’s capacity to meet democratic ideals remains an open question.
In the summer and fall of 2006, we conducted deliberative field experiments wherein current members of the U.S. Congress discussed immigration policy with their constituents via a web-based platform. In the experiment, we randomly assigned constituents to experimental conditions as well as to control groups, and test whether deliberating\textsuperscript{1} with a current member of Congress affects, among other things, constituents’ factual knowledge about the topic of immigration. In all, twelve current members participated in twenty deliberative sessions, along with two sessions wherein a neutral expert on immigration substituted for the Member as a kind of control condition.\textsuperscript{2} To our knowledge, we are the first in political science to involve sitting members of Congress in field experiments.

To measure changes in issue knowledge, we administered baseline and follow-up surveys to deliberators as well as to constituents randomly assigned to two control groups. A well known inferential problem arises with field experiments when subjects do not perfectly comply with their randomized treatment. Treatment and control groups are not directly comparable to the extent that those who comply with the treatment differ systematically from those who do not comply. To address this problem, we propose the \textit{generalized endogenous treatment} model (or the GET model) which accommodates both self selection into the treatment and non-random attrition by failing to respond to the follow-up survey. The GET model identifies the average treatment effect in a multisite experiment by allowing the dependent variable to correlate with a subject’s decision both to take up the treatment and to follow through on the post-treatment measurement, where the correlation can occur at both the individual and the site (i.e., congressional district) level.

We find that constituents demonstrate a strong capacity to become informed in response to the opportunity to discuss an issue with their Representative. Such gains stem from three separate mechanisms: participants learned directly from the sessions, but were also motivated to process the study’s briefing materials more diligently than non-deliberating subjects, and to increase their attention to politics outside the context of the experiment. Perhaps most encouragingly, this capacity seems to be spread widely throughout the population, in that it is unrelated to demographics and prior political
knowledge. On Madisonian and deliberative grounds, then, our results suggest that contemporary democracy has somewhat more solid underpinnings than previously thought.

**Different Theories, Different Standards**

One’s theory of representation maps a set of empirical findings regarding political knowledge to a normative assessment of contemporary democracy. Much, if not all, of the political knowledge literature assumes, either implicitly or explicitly, an individualist and outcome based theory of representation. On this setup, citizens are charged with retrospectively monitoring the performance of parties and elected officials for whether political outcomes were consistent with the individual’s preferences (see, e.g., Delli Carpini and Keeter 1996: 55, Luskin 1990: 333, Converse 1964: 240-1, and Stokes and Miller 1962: 532). Process considerations and their Representatives’ rationales play little or no role. On the standard view, citizens cannot exercise accountability effectively unless they are well informed regarding governmental structures, policies, and political actors (Delli Carpini and Keeter 1993, 1996: 10, 65). Thus, to measure citizens’ capacities as participants in a democracy, the survey researcher need only administer a set of political knowledge questions in a “pop quiz” format, and then assess the distribution of responses.

Of course, as with any topic, these findings and their implications for democracy have been subject to debate. Some controversies center on the content validity of items (Delli Carpini and Keeter 1993; Graber 1994), the reliability of the measures (Luskin 1987; Mondak 2001), and the extent of cross sectional variation in knowledge across demographic classes (Luskin 1990). Another controversy centers on the kinds and quantity of factual information citizens must hold in long term memory in order to make retrospective evaluations effectively. One side holds that cognitive shortcuts such as cueing, heuristics and online information processing are typically adequate for citizens to make reasonable retrospective judgments (e.g., Lodge et al 1989, Lupia 2006). The other side argues that such shortcuts are far less effective than advocates claim (Delli Carpini and Keeter 1996: 269).

All parties, though, seem to agree, at least implicitly, that retrospective evaluations of individual preference-policy conformity should inform the methods for measuring and assessing citizen knowledge.
(Thompson and Bell 2006). The debates in this literature do not revolve around alternative conceptions of democracy, but instead whether or not Americans measure up to the normative expectations implicit in individualist-outcome conception.

However, such a conception is not the only, or even most interesting, conception from a normative point of view. In Madisonian theory, for example, citizens delegate the responsibility of gathering information and exercising judgments to their elected representatives (Hamilton, Madison, & Jay 1961: 82, Pitkin 1967: 207-255). A representative must blend diverse perspectives from within a district, between local and national interests, and often among competing experts (Pitkin 1967: 215). Citizens assess their representatives’ performance primarily on the quality of their representative’s rationales, not directly on whether the outcome matched her preferences (Esterling 2004: 35-8). Though deliberative theory might seem to require large amounts of “pop quiz” style knowledge, institutionally sophisticated versions do not. For example, Habermas, in developing the institutional implications for his theory of deliberative democracy, makes a similar distinction, conceding the need for representatives in a division of labor, and focusing more on reasoning and process than on preference-policy congruence in evaluating such representation (Habermas 1996; Neblo 2005).

In both Madisonian and deliberative theory, then, citizens recognize that representation is more complex than simply assessing whether representatives have delivered the goods. Instead of merely assessing policy congruence, citizens judge the process, and whether the representative has a compelling rationale to justify her actions (Pitkin 1967: 222-3). Lest one think that such notions are merely naïve normative hopes, the scholarly literature on Congress widely reports that members of the U.S. Congress believe that they are actually held to this Madisonian/deliberative standard more than to policy congruence; they feel they have leeway to exercise their judgment as long as they can explain their decisions adequately (Fenno 1978:231, Kingdon 1989: 248).

On these alternative conceptions, what motivates representatives to exercise good judgment on their constituents’ behalf is citizens’ latent capacity to assess the quality of their representatives’ judgments. When citizens possess the capacity to judge the reasoning of political actors, this can serve as
a credible threat to their future in office even if the capacity often remains latent (Arnold 1990: 68, Kingdon 1989: 31). If the process is working well, citizens do not need to second guess their representative constantly, and representatives typically make informed judgments that advance their constituents’ interests (Bianco 1994, Habermas 1996: 341). Thus, “pop quiz” measures would be, at best, weakly and indirectly relevant to the health of a democracy on the Madisonian and deliberative accounts. The critical question on this view is, instead, citizens’ willingness and capacity to learn about an issue if the occasion arises (Gilens 2001). Appropriate surveys, then, would measure this capacity by observing changes in knowledge that coincide with an occasion for citizens to learn (Fishkin and Luskin 2005, Gastil and Dillard 1999, Kuklinski et al 2001, Thompson and Bell 2006, Prior and Lupia, forthcoming). In the summer of 2006 we conducted a field experiment that created such an occasion by giving a random sample of citizens the opportunity to interact with their current member of Congress on an important and controversial issue (immigration reform) as a part of a small deliberative group.

Experimental design and participant recruitment

Twelve Members of Congress conducted either one or two online deliberative sessions with a random sample of their constituents. The number of participants in each session ranged from eight to thirty constituents. The topic of each session was immigration and border security policy, and the discussions lasted for thirty-five minutes. Constituents participated by typing comments or questions into the online discussion platform. The questions and comments were posted to a queue visible only to a moderator. The moderator, in turn, posted them to the whole group in roughly the order they were received. The member responded to the questions and comments through a telephone linked to a computer. Constituents listened to the Member’s responses over their computer speakers, and also could choose to read the Member’s responses via real time transcription. After thirty-five minutes, the Member logged off and constituents were directed to a chat room to have an open ended discussion about the member’s responses, and immigration more generally. The chat lasted twenty-five minutes.

The Congressional Management Foundation, a non-profit, non-partisan organization recruited the Members to participate in the study. The group contained a diverse mix of Members. There were five
Republicans and seven Democrats, spread across geographical regions, two women, an African-American, and representatives of both parties’ leadership. Knowledge Networks, an online survey research firm, recruited constituent participants from the corresponding congressional districts and administered the surveys. Each subject was asked to complete a pretest survey, and then was randomly assigned to one of three groups: a control group, an information only group, or a deliberative group. In the pretest, participants were told the date and time of the session(s) for their congressional district, and asked if they were willing and able to participate. Those who replied “no” were randomly assigned to either the information only condition or to the true control condition.

Constituents assigned to the information only group read background information on immigration policy based on Congressional Research Service and Congressional Budget Office reports, edited for brevity and reading level. Afterwards, they filled out a short background materials (BGM) survey. Those assigned to the deliberative group also read this information and took the BGM survey. In addition, they engaged in one deliberative session with their Member of Congress and the post session chat. Those in the true control group were not exposed to either the background information or to a deliberative session. A week following the sessions, KN administered a follow up survey to subjects in all treatment arms. That is, all constituents in a given congressional district, whether they were assigned to the treatment or to a control condition, received the follow up survey at the same time. KN also administered a final survey in November, after the 2006 congressional elections.

In total, we assigned 2275 constituents to the three experimental conditions, of which 1176 completed the follow up survey. A total of 438 subjects participated in an online deliberative session. There are two significant ways that the data collection deviated from an ideal randomized experiment. First, while subjects’ assignments to treatment and control are truly randomized, in this sort of field experiment those assigned to the treatment have the ability to self-select out of the treatment; that is, we do not have the capacity to compel participants to show up for their deliberative sessions. To a non-trivial extent, subjects are effectively selecting themselves into the various conditions, and so the treatment cannot be considered fully exogenous. For example, in some cases, subjects assigned to the treatment
read the background materials, skipped the deliberative session, then completed the follow up survey. In this case, subjects effectively re-assigned themselves to the information only condition. This is the problem of non-random “compliance.” Second, some subjects from each of the three groups, including those who participated in a deliberative session, chose not to respond to the follow up survey, selecting themselves out of the dataset. This is the problem of non-random “attrition” (or non-response). Thus, we need an analytical method that can accommodate these realities of self-selection within our study.

**Methods**

The average treatment effect (ATE) is the causal parameter of interest for evaluating the treatment’s impact on a typical subject. In experimental research, the ATE is a counterfactual, comparing the participant’s response having received the treatment, to her response had she not received the treatment (Rubin cite). True random assignment ensures that selection into the treatment is uncorrelated (in expectation) with both the outcomes and the participants’ attributes. If the treatment is truly random, the ATE counterfactual is simply the average difference between treatment and control groups.

In practice, however, self-selection can introduce systematic differences between treatment and control groups. In this case, the appropriate statistical model for identifying the ATE depends on one’s assumptions about the nature of the selection processes (Cameron and Trivedi 2005). The statistical model we propose, the generalized endogenous treatment model (or GET model), explicitly models participants’ unobserved propensity to comply with the treatment (non-random compliance), to select themselves out of the dataset (non-random attrition), and allows for the levels of selection and the intensity of the treatment to vary across sites in the study. The GET model estimates the correlations among the equations modeling each respondent’s probability of taking up the treatments, responding to the follow up survey, and the dependent variables, all of which are taken to be endogenous. The GET model builds on Aakvik, Heckman and Vytlacil (2005 [AHV]) and Miranda and Rabe-Hesketh (2006).

*Formalization:* we conducted the experiment $E$ to assess the effects of the deliberative treatment on a set of outcomes, $O$. Cells in this experiment are defined by a partitioned vector $E'=(P', Z', X', S)$ with elements of $E$ defined as follows:
A vector \( \mathbf{P} = (P_A=a, P_{B|Z}=b, P_{D|Z}=d, P_{R|Z}=r, P_N) \) of endogenous variables of length five indicates five separate, but potentially dependent, self-selected choices that affect participants’ treatment compliance and response status. The filter variable \( P_A \) indicates whether the potential participant would participate in any part of the study. \( P_A=0 \) if the participant expressed both a willingness and an ability to do sessions at a specific time if assigned to the deliberative arm of the study. \( P_A=1 \) if the participant expressed only a willingness or ability to fill out the surveys as a part of the study. Potential participants who indicated they would not participate in any manner were dropped from the study.

The vector \( \mathbf{P} \) also contains variables indicating compliance with treatments and response on surveys, some of which are conditioned on randomized treatment assignment vector \( \mathbf{Z} \) described below. The variable \( P_{B|Z} \) indicates the participant read the background materials and responded to the BGM survey (\( P_{B|Z}=1 \) if completed the BGM survey, 0 if not); the variable \( P_{D|Z} \) indicates compliance with the deliberative session (\( P_{D|Z}=1 \) if complied with the deliberation, 0 otherwise); the variable \( P_{R|Z} \) indicates response on the follow up survey (\( P_{R|Z}=1 \) if responded, 0 if not); and the variable \( P_N=1 \) if the participant responded to the November survey, and 0 otherwise. Collectively, we label the \( \mathbf{P} \) vector the “participation” variables. As we discuss next, \( P_M, M \in \{B|Z, T|Z, R|Z, N\} \) are constrained to zero for some participants depending on their treatment arm assignments and their participation history in the experiment.

The exogenous vector \( \mathbf{Z'} = (Z_D, Z_B, Z_C) \) of length 3, with \( Z \in \{0,1\} \) indicates participants’ randomized treatment arm assignment into one of four mutually exclusive conditions: deliberation (\( Z_D=1 \) if assigned to deliberation, 0 if not), background information only (\( Z_B=1 \) if assigned to background information only condition, 0 if not), true control (\( Z_C=1 \) if assigned to the true control condition, 0 if not). \( \mathbf{Z}=0 \) if the participant who passed the filter (\( P_A=a \)) was randomly excluded from the study.

The elements of \( \mathbf{P} \) are constrained to zero for some participants in the study depending on their randomized assignments. \( P_{B|Z}=0 \) if the participant is assigned to the true control condition (\( Z_C=1 \)); \( P_{D|Z}=0 \) if the participant is not assigned to the deliberation condition (\( Z_D=0 \)). In addition, due to limited
resources, some participants were dropped from the study based on their participation history: the participant was not administered the follow up survey \((P_{RZ}=0)\) if she was assigned to either the deliberation or the information only condition \((Z_B=1 \mid Z_D=1)\) and she participated in none of her assigned treatments \((P_{BZ}=0 \& P_{DZ}=0)\). Participants were not administered a November survey \((P_N=0)\) if they failed to respond to the follow up survey \((P_{RZ}=0)\). In each case where a participation variable is constrained to zero, we say the participant is not eligible for that treatment or survey.

A vector \(X\) of length \(j\) contains exogenous pre-treatment variables. All participants willing to participate \((P_A=a)\) were administered a baseline survey that captured pretreatment data, including values of the outcome variables. Define the vector \(O^{PT}\) of length \(K\), a subvector of \(X\), to be the pretreatment values of the outcomes corresponding to those measured in \(O\). Define the subvector \(X_{-O}\) to be the remaining variables in \(X\). In this application, \(X\) also includes a measured variable for overall political knowledge (see Delli Carpini and Keeter 1993). Note that \(X\) does not include a constant. The variable \(S=s\) indicates the site where the experiment took place, in this study defined as the congressional district in which the participants reside.

Identification of Structural Parameters in the GET Model: There are \(K\) separate (but potentially dependent) experimental outcomes in \(O\); in this application, \(K=7\). In estimating treatment effects from an experiment, we wish to compare potential outcomes from the experiment, \(\Delta=E(O_{1k}-O_{0k})\), where \(O_{1k}\) is defined as the outcome that would be observed if the participant received the treatment, and \(O_{0k}\) is the outcome that would be observed if the participant did not receive the treatment (Imai 2006). For each participant, we only observe the outcome corresponding to their actual treatment status. Define the treatment outcome vector \(O\) of length \(K\) to be the potential outcomes that are observed for a given participant on the follow up survey, that is, conditional on the treatment she actually received. In addition, the treatment outcome vector \(O\) is observed if and only if \(P_{RZ}=1\).

For this application, the outcomes are dichotomous, \(O_k \in \{0,1\}\). We take the realization of \(O_k\) to be a function of a latent index variable \(O_k\). We wish to estimate a matrix \(\theta_k=(\alpha,\beta)\) of structural parameters in the set of \(K\) regressions:
where we model the probability \( P(O_k = 1|.) \) using the logit link function and distributional assumptions for \( \omega_k \) that we state below.

Identifying the structural parameters \( \theta \) requires accounting for the endogeneity of participants’ ability and willingness to participate in the experiment (\( P_A = a \)), compliance with their assigned treatment (\( P_{DZ} = d, P_{BD} = b \)), and attrition through non-response on the follow up (\( P_{RZ} = r \)), since some participants indicated they were unwilling or unable to participate in a deliberative session, some did not comply with their treatment assignment (that is to read the background material or to read the material and engage in deliberation), and some did not respond to the follow up survey. These selection processes can be jointly correlated with the outcome variables, and hence make treatment and attrition endogenous to the model.

We develop the GET model to identify the structural parameter matrix \( \theta \) by taking the decisions to comply (\( P_A = a, P_{BD} = b, P_{DZ} = d \)) and the decision to respond (\( P_{RZ} = r \)) as endogenous to the model. Each indicator of participation in \( \mathbf{P} \) is dichotomous, and we assume that each is the realization of a latent index process, where \( \mathbf{P} \) takes its value given the index and a set of thresholds. To model \( \mathbf{P} \) we estimate five additional regressions.

\[
O^c_k = \alpha_{0c} + \alpha_{1c} P_A + \alpha_{2c} P_D + \alpha_{3c} O^e_k + \beta_{k} X_{-\theta} + \omega_k
\]

\[
O_k = \begin{cases} 1 \text{ if } O^c_k \geq 0 \\ 0 \text{ if } O^c_k < 0 \end{cases}
\]

and with

\[
P = \begin{cases} 1 \text{ if } P^e > 0 \\ 0 \text{ if } P^e \leq 0 \end{cases}
\]
In each case, we model $P(P=1|.)$ using the logit link, again giving distributional assumptions for $\omega_m, M \in \{A, B|Z, T|Z, R|Z, N\}$ below.

Notice that the decisions to participate and subsequently to respond are qualitatively different in each arm of the study. To model these participation variables across the treatment arms of our study, we assume that these latent indices have the same scale for participants across the three arms of the study; randomizations ensures this is true in expectation.$^{10}$ Where appropriate, the intercepts are conditioned on elements of the exogenous assignment vector $Z$.

The GET model uses the behavioral indicators $P$ to estimate a common latent factor, $\eta_1$, along with a vector of factor coefficients, $\lambda_m$, measuring participants’ latent tendency to participate in all parts of the experiment.

$$\omega_m = \lambda_m \eta_1 + \epsilon_m, \ m \in \{A, B|Z, D|Z, R|Z, N\}$$

For identification, we assume $\eta_1 \sim \mathcal{N}(0,1), \epsilon_m \sim \mathcal{N}(0,1), \text{ and } \text{cov}(\eta_1, \epsilon_m) = 0$ for all $m$. Simultaneously, the GET model includes the common factor $\eta_1$ as a latent control variable in the outcome equations.

$$\omega_k = \lambda_k \eta_1 + \epsilon_k, \ k = 1 \text{ to } I$$

For identification, we assume $\lambda_k = 1$ for $k=1$, and $\epsilon_k \sim \mathcal{N}(0,1), \text{ cov}(\eta_1, \epsilon_k) = 0$ for all $k$, and $\text{cov}(\epsilon_m, \epsilon_k) = \mathbf{U}$ for all $m, k$. By including $\eta_1$ in both the participation and in the outcome equations, the GET model in effect holds participants’ “type” constant as a way to identify the structural parameters.$^{11}$

In addition, the common latent variable allows estimation of the correlations between all endogenous participation variables $P$ and the choice variables $O$. $^{12}$

$$\rho(\omega_m, \omega_k) = \frac{\lambda_m \lambda_k}{\sqrt{(\lambda_m^2 + 1)(\lambda_k^2 + 1)}} \text{ for } I \text{ and } \{A, B|Z, D|Z, R|Z, N\}$$

That is, the GET model assumes the decisions to select into the treatment and to select out of the study are correlated with the outcomes. In this sense, GET simultaneously accounts for both endogenous compliance and attrition, which are inherent properties of most data generated in a field experiment.
This GET approach assumes that participants’ unobserved tendency to participate, or their “type,” can be characterized by a latent variable (see AHV 2005). Since the GET model controls for participants’ type using an estimated latent variable, we assume overlap on this latent variable across the treatment assignment arms $Z$ of the experiment. This assumption requires that the selection processes measured in $P$ are not deterministic, so that some participants with a low expectation of participating happen to participate in all aspects of the study, and some with a high expectation do not participate.

Finally, the GET model is flexible enough to account for hierarchical dependencies in the data. Thus, both the distribution of participant type and the treatment effects can vary across sites of the experiment. To capture level 3 variation in the behavioral types of participants across congressional districts, we can decompose $\eta_1$ as a function of a level 3 latent variable $\eta_{2\ell}$, fixed exogenous regressors, and a random component:

$$\eta_1 = \gamma_1 \eta_{2\ell} + \gamma_2 \beta_{\ell} + \epsilon_{\eta_1}$$

where $\eta_{2\ell} \sim N(0, \sigma_{2\ell}^2)$, $\epsilon_{\eta_1} \sim N(0, \sigma_{\epsilon_1}^2)$, and $\text{cov}(\eta_{2\ell}, \epsilon_{\eta_1}) = 0$. To use a fixed effects approach to decompose $\eta_1$ across sites of the experiment, simply constrain $\gamma_1$ to zero and include district (site) dummies with no constant in $X_\gamma$. In this application, we conducted two sessions with an expert, as opposed to a member of Congress, in March of 2007, and to test the hypothesis that these sessions were different from the member-based sessions, we set $\gamma_1 = 0$ and $X_\gamma$ equal to a level 3 dummy variable that equals one for the two expert sessions and zero for the member sessions. In a similar fashion, we can define the structural estimates of the coefficients for the two treatment variables, $\alpha_{1k}$ and $\alpha_{2k}$, to be random coefficients that vary across congressional districts, or simple interactions with dummy variables indicating each district.

As AHV note (2005: 28), factor models, such as GET, and matching models (see Rosenbaum and Rubin 1985) have a “close affinity.” Given $\eta_1$, the matching conditions that require the treatment and outcomes to be orthogonal are satisfied. The latent variable approach solves the limitation that matching can only make treatment and outcome orthogonal conditional on observable variables, since the latent variable model conditions on both observed and unobserved propensities to take up the treatment. In
addition, the GET model extends the factor model in AHV by also accounting for selective attrition and multisite dependencies.

*Retrieving Treatment Effect Estimates from the Structural Parameters:* To estimate treatment effects, we compare average responses across the arms of the study: those who participated in a deliberative session, those who merely read the background information but did not participate in deliberation, and those who served as true controls. Within the following cells of $E$ we potentially observe the follow up response on the outcomes $O$, that is, $P_{r|x} = r$ is due only to self-selection.\(^{14}\)

A. **Assigned to deliberation condition:** The set of participants $i$ assigned to the deliberation condition 

$$E^\prime = (P_A = 1, P_{b|x} = b, P_{d|x} = d, P_{r|x} = r, P_N = n, Z_D = 1, Z_B = 0, Z_C = 0, X = x, S = s)$$

and deliberation $P^\prime = (1, 1, 1, r, n)$ or complied on the BGM and deliberation but did not comply on the BGM $P^\prime = (1, 0, 1, r, n)$ or complied on the BGM but did not comply on deliberation $P^\prime = (1, 1, 0, r, n)$

B. **Assigned to information only condition:** The set of participants $i$ assigned to the information only condition $E^\prime = (P_A = a, P_{b|x} = b, P_{d|x} = d, P_{r|x} = r, P_N = n, Z_D = 0, Z_B = 1, Z_C = 0, X = x, S = s)$ and completed the BGM and indicated would do the deliberative session if assigned to deliberation $P^\prime = (1, 1, 0, r, n)$ or completed the BGM and indicated would not deliberate if assigned $P^\prime = (0, 1, 0, r, n)$

C. **Assigned to the true control condition:** The set of participants $i$ assigned to the true control condition $E^\prime = (P_A = a, P_{b|x} = b, P_{d|x} = d, P_{r|x} = r, Z P_N = n, Z_D = 0, Z_B = 0, Z_C = 1, X = x, S = s)$ and indicated would do the deliberative session if assigned to deliberate $P^\prime = (1, 0, 1, r, n)$ or indicated would not do the deliberative session if assigned $P^\prime = (0, 0, 1, r, n)$

These observations are in the sets, $E_C$, $c = 1$ to 7, $E_1 = \{i: E = (1,1,1,r,n,1,0,0,x,s)\}$,

$E_2 = \{i: E = (1,0,1,r,n,1,0,0,x,s)\}$, $E_3 = \{i: E = (1,1,0,r,n,1,0,0,x,s)\}$,

$E_4 = \{i: E = (1,1,1,r,n,0,1,0,x,s)\}$, $E_5 = \{i: E = (0,1,1,r,n,1,0,0,x,s)\}$,

$E_6 = \{i: E = (1,0,0,r,n,0,0,1,x,s)\}$, $E_7 = \{i: E = (0,0,0,r,n,0,0,1,x,s)\}$. The vector of effect parameters $\Delta = [E(O | i \in \{E_1 \cup E_2\}; O^{PT}) - E(O | i \in \{E_3 \cup E_4 \cup E_5\}; O^{PT}), E(O | i \in \{E_1 \cup E_2\}; O^{PT}) - E(O | i \in \{E_6 \cup E_7\}; O^{PT})]$. 
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comparisons among blocks of experimental cells $E_C$ identified under the GET model assumptions. In
words, $\Delta = [\text{Deliberative Group v. True Controls}; \text{Deliberative Group v. Information Only Group};$
Information Only Group v. True Controls].

For these comparisons, we can define both mean and distributional treatment effect parameters
(derived in AHV 2005). To simplify notation, define:

$$\mu_R^0 = \alpha_{GR} + (\alpha_{AR} \times 0) + E(X)^T \beta_R$$
$$\mu_R^1 = \alpha_{GR} + \alpha_{AR} + (\alpha_{AR} \times 0) + E(X)^T \beta_R$$
$$\mu_R^2 = \alpha_{GR} + \alpha_{AR} + (\alpha_{AR} \times 0) + E(X)^T \beta_R$$

These are the expected values of each equation’s linear component for the true controls, the information
only group, and the deliberative group (respectively), for those who did not get the response correct on
the background materials survey. The average treatment effect (ATE) mean parameter estimates the
average effect of the treatment for all participants in the experiment. The ATE among two arbitrary
groups for an outcome equation $k$ is,

$$\Delta_{k}^{ATE}(\cdot) = \int [\Phi(\mu_R^1 + \lambda_k \eta_k) - \Phi(\mu_R^0 + \lambda_k \eta_k)] \phi(\eta_k) d\eta_k, \text{ for } i = j, i,j \in \{0,1,2\}$$

The marginal treatment effect (MTE) mean parameter estimates the treatment effect for participants,
given their underlying propensity to participate, and is,

$$\Delta_{k}^{MTE}(\cdot, \omega_R^k) = \int [\Phi(\mu_R^1 + \lambda_k \eta_k) - \Phi(\mu_R^0 + \lambda_k \eta_k)] \phi(\omega_R^k + \eta_k) \phi(\eta_k) d\eta_k, \quad 1 \neq j$$

$$\Phi \left( \frac{\omega_R^k}{\sqrt{2}} \right)$$

The average treatment effect for the treated (ATT) is the effect of the treatment among those who actually
received the treatment, and is

$$\Delta_{k}^{ATT}(\cdot, P_D|Z = 1) = \int [\Phi(\mu_R^0 + \lambda_k \eta_k) - \Phi(\mu_R^1 + \lambda_k \eta_k)] \phi(\alpha_{0D}|z + \beta_D|zX_0 + \eta_k) \phi(\eta_k) d\eta_k, 1 \neq j$$

$$\Phi \left( \frac{\alpha_{0D}|z + \beta_D|zX_0}{\sqrt{2}} \right)$$
The average treatment effect (ATE) distributional parameter estimates the probability of some positive improvement from the treatment, and is:

\[
E(\Delta_{i}^{\text{AITE}}>0) = \int \left[ \phi(\beta_{i} + (\alpha_{i} + \xi_{i}) \eta_{i}) \left( 1 - \phi(\beta_{i} + (\alpha_{i} + \xi_{i}) \eta_{i}) \right) \right] \mathcal{N}(\eta_{i}) \, d\eta_{i}, \quad \mathbb{I}
\]

where \( \mathbb{I} \) is the indicator function. The ATE and MTE parameters are identified even when there is strong selection into treatment and control, since the latent variables accommodate correlations among the treatment compliance, attrition, and outcome equations. In addition, note that the GET model is a flexible generalization of generalized linear models, including simple logit and a single site selection model.

**Estimation:** We estimate the structural parameters using Bayesian MCMC methods implemented in WinBUGS (called from R2WinBUGS). We standardize the exogenous variables and assign independent diffuse t-distribution priors for the parameters, with 2 degrees of freedom and scale of 10 for equation constants and 2.5 for all other parameters (Gelman et al 2007). Our sample is large enough for the posterior distributions to be robust to alternative priors. We estimate three chains using randomized starting values. The chains in the models implemented below typically converge after a burn in period of 500 iterations. For the results presented below, we draw a total of 2000 simulations from the model, discard the first 1000 (which includes the 500 burn in iterations), and then retain one in every three draws for a total of 1000 draws from the posterior distribution. We use these posterior draws to estimate standard errors of all estimates, including functions of the structural parameters such as correlations coefficients and mean and distributional treatment effect parameters.

**Data and Expectations**

Table 1 summarizes the variables we use to specify the model. The table is divided into five sections, and the columns indicate whether the variable is measured prior to the study (pretreatment or exogenous) or as a part of the study (endogenous). The first section lists the experimental outcome variables for this study (\( O \) and \( O^{\text{PT}} \)). In this paper, we model the probability that a respondent gives a correct answer on a battery of seven items that indicate the respondent’s knowledge about immigration policy. Since these responses are dichotomous, the columns give the average probability that a
respondent in our study (across all treatment arms) gives a correct response. We measured the pretreatment values of these items in the baseline survey and the post treatment values in the follow up survey. In general, between 20% and 40% of respondents could correctly answer a given policy question prior to the experiment, and the unconditional probability of a correct answer increases slightly across all questions on the follow up survey. Notably, nearly all of the sample (84% in the baseline survey) could correctly answer the question regarding the citizenship status of a child born in the US to an illegal alien. This level leaves little room for improvement on the follow up survey.

The second section presents the variables that indicate respondents’ randomized assignments into the three treatment arms of the study: those assigned to read background material on immigration and then participate in a deliberative session (the “deliberative condition” $Z_D$); those assigned to read the background material but not participate in deliberation (the “information only” condition, $Z_B$); and those who were given access to neither the background reading materials nor to a deliberative session (the “true controls”, $Z_C$). Note that participating in deliberation required both that the participant set aside a significant amount of time (one hour), and also to be available at the scheduled time. Thus, in order to have a large enough sample of deliberative participants, we assigned slightly more than half of the participants who made it through the initial filter to the deliberative condition.

Of course, as in any field experiment, assignment to the treatment arms of this study in no way assures that participants actually comply with the treatment, nor can participants be compelled to respond to surveys. The $P$ variables in Table 1 indicate participants’ actual participation in the study, and the GET model uses these variables to measure their unobserved propensity to participate in the study. Since these variables are all dichotomous, the cells give the compliance and response rates. In the baseline survey we informed participants the specific dates and times when the deliberative session(s) would be held for their congressional district. Among those who reported they could not or would not participate in deliberation, we asked if they still would be willing to do surveys as a part of the study. Those who passed this second filter ($P_A$) were randomized into either the information only group or to the true control
condition. Though we measured this variable prior to any treatment, it directly measures participants’ compliance with the deliberative treatment, so we treat it as endogenous.

Thirty-six percent of those assigned to the deliberative group actually participated in their assigned deliberative session ($P_{D|Z}$), and 53% among those assigned either to the information only group or to the deliberative group read the background materials and filled out the post-reading survey ($P_{B|Z}$). Among all arms of the study, 71% responded to the follow up survey ($P_{R|Z}$), and 70% completed the post-election survey administered in November of 2006 ($P_N$). Given emergent budget constraints, we excluded from the follow up survey participants who were assigned to the information only group or to the deliberative group who did not complete their assigned treatment. Similarly, we only administered the November survey to participants who successfully completed the follow up survey. The response rates are all conditional on the eligible sample for the respective survey.

Expectations: A number of studies assert that citizens tend to be knowledge “generalists,” in that those with a high general knowledge of politics also tend to know more about specific policy topics (e.g., Delli Carpini and Keeter 1996: 270, Gilens 2001). In the model reported below we condition all outcomes on a factor measure of participants’ general political knowledge, which we label $\eta_2$. We measure participants’ general political knowledge ($\eta_2$) in the baseline survey using the “Delli Carpini and Keeter five” ($G_k$, for $k=1$ to 5), employing a standard item response model (Delli Carpini and Keeter 1993). We simultaneously enter $\eta_2$ as an exogenous regressor in each of the seven outcome equations and five participation equations in the full GET model. Luskin (1990) and Nadeau and Niemi (1995) examine demographic determinants of political knowledge, and on the basis of their findings we condition on race, gender, and employment. To get large enough samples for each district, our survey vendor, Knowledge Networks, subcontracted with two other online survey vendors. Since the panels at Knowledge Networks are highly representative, while those of the other firms are less so, we condition on the participant’s panel. Finally, and crucially, we control for whether subjects’ correctly answered each of the immigration knowledge items on the baseline survey.
We predict that respondents who participate in the treatment condition, all else equal, will tend to have a higher knowledge of immigration policy, and hence a higher probability of a correct response on each of the seven knowledge items, when compared to the information only and true control conditions. There are three possible mechanisms for such effects. First, compared to those in the information only and true control conditions, those in the deliberative condition might receive information in the course of the online deliberation. To test whether the sessions themselves are directly informative, we include a dichotomous variable in the model for each question indicating whether the Member happened to give the answer to the question during the deliberative session.

Second, it is possible that respondents in the deliberative condition will pay closer attention to the background material since they know they are preparing for a discussion with their member of Congress (Kuklinski et al 2001, Hutchings 2001, Luskin 1990). To test this mechanism, we include two interaction variables multiplying the (logged) time spent on the background materials by treatment received. If those in the deliberative group who spent more time with the background material are more likely to get the questions correct, this would indicate that the prospect of interacting with their Member induced greater motivation to learn from the background materials, and more effortful processing.

Third, anticipating an interaction with their member of Congress, subjects might attend more to information external to the experiment, such as media reports (immigration was intensely covered during this time) or from talking to others. To test this, we estimated a series of additional regressions within the GET model to evaluate whether there are treatment effects for participants’ attention to media reporting on immigration and the elections; their attitudes toward a duty to be informed; and the number of people external to the study with whom they discussed immigration.

Finally, the GET model can account for heterogeneity of participants and treatment effects across congressional districts (Nadeau and Niemi 1995). In the models reported below, we found no heterogeneity across congressional districts using either fixed or random effect intercepts and coefficients. In two of the districts, however, we used an expert on immigration policy rather than a current member of Congress as a way to test whether citizens respond differently to experts than to Members. We conducted
these expert sessions in March of 2007. In each of the outcome equations below, we include the indicator for expert session (S), and interact it with the treatment the participant received.

**Results**

Recall that the level 2 latent variable $\eta_1$ induces a correlation between the respondent’s compliance with the treatment, the respondent’s compliance with the follow up, and the respondent’s probability of correctly answering each immigration policy item. Thus, the estimated correlations among the equations test for non-random selection both into and out of the study. If compliance and attrition were truly random, then there would be no statistical correlation among the compliance, response, and outcome equations, and the corresponding factor loadings would be indistinguishable from zero.

We find a high degree of selection in both compliance and attrition, and so reject the null hypothesis that participation in the experiment is random. In particular, Table 2 demonstrates a strong negative correlation between selection into the treatment conditions (compliance with the deliberative session and with reading the background materials) and the probability that a respondent correctly answers questions 1, 2, 6, and 7. In addition, there is a strong negative correlation between responding to the follow up survey and these same questions. This means that those who had lower baseline knowledge of immigration policy (controlling for general knowledge) were more likely to select themselves deeper into the study, and to respond to the follow-up survey. Thus, proceeding as if the treatment were exogenous would retrieve biased estimates of the ATE. Below, we compare the GET results with simple logit estimates of the ATE and note their differences.

Notice that there is no correlation between the probability of a correct response and whether the participant was unwilling or unable to participate in the deliberative session, nor with any of the other participation variables (results not reported). This finding indicates that participants who are filtering themselves out of the deliberative treatment up front are doing so for mostly exogenous reasons (e.g., a previous commitment at the time of the deliberative session). Thus, participants who were randomized into the deliberative arm of the study are similar to those who tend to participate in surveys in general,
which implies that the average treatment effects we report below are for a sample comparable to those found in other knowledge surveys (e.g., Delli Carpini and Keeter 1993).

*Estimates of the Average Treatment Effects:* Figure 1 summarizes the ATE mean parameter ($\Delta^{ATE}$) results. There are two different treatment arms: the information plus deliberation condition and the information only condition. Given this, there are three treatment comparisons across seven questions: deliberative group compared to true controls, deliberative group compared to the information only group, and information only group compared to the true controls. Each of these average treatment effect comparisons are shown in Figure 1 as a vertical bar, with the center box indicating the inter-quartile range of the estimate and the whiskers indicating 90% confidence intervals for the effect parameters.\textsuperscript{18}

Note first that the estimates for the ATE comparing the deliberative group to the true controls are all positive and substantial. For each item save one, the deliberative treatment increases the probability of a correct answer by between 20% and 45%. On the other item, question 7, the ATE was significant for the deliberative group to true control comparison, but substantively close to zero. Nearly everyone in the study (84%) could answer the item correctly on the baseline survey, so there was little room for improvement. In addition, the ATE comparing the deliberative group to the information only group is positive and significant for questions 1, 4, 6, and 7, and close to significant on questions 2 and 3. The information only group tended to score better than the true controls on questions 2, 5, 6, and 7.

As noted above, the GET model correctly identifies the ATE’s by explicitly modeling the correlation between the various forms of self selection and the outcome responses. Since we find that selection into and out of the study is non-random, taking the treatment variable as exogenous is likely to yield biased estimates. We re-estimated the outcome equations taking participation in the two treatment conditions as exogenous, controlling for the exogenous variables (including the pretreatment response). We find (results not shown) that ignoring selection causes one to dramatically underestimate the ATE comparing the discussion group to the true controls by 15% to 58% (as a proportion of the GET estimate) depending on the item, save again for the last item, where the two models yield similar estimates. This
result makes sense since those who select themselves into deliberation, after controlling for their general political knowledge, tend to have less factual knowledge overall about immigration policy.

Figure 1b reports the distributional average treatment effects ($\Delta_{DATE}$), which is the probability that there is some increase in the chance of a correct answer from participating in one or the other of the treatments. These changes in probabilities are significant for each treatment effect comparison. Save for question 7, the effect of deliberation compared to the true controls ranged from about a 25% chance of improvement on question 5 to a 50% chance of improvement on question 6. The comparisons among the other combinations of treatment groups are parallel but of equal or smaller magnitude.

Figure 2 displays the marginal treatment effects, which is the effect of taking up the treatment for a participant at a fixed probability of complying. Figure 2a shows the MTE for a typical respondent with a low probability of participating in the study, 2b shows a typical respondent who is on the cusp between participating and not participating, and 2c shows the MTE for a typical respondent with a high probability of participating. These figures indicate that the MTE is relatively constant across all participant types and across all questions, and consequently the MTE is roughly equal to the ATE. This suggests that the benefit of the treatment is similar for all participants, whether they have a latent tendency to participate or a latent tendency not to participate. That is, those who are more interested in participating in the study, and perhaps more motivated to participate in politics more generally, do not necessarily have a higher capacity for gaining policy knowledge (Prior and Lupia forthcoming). Figure 2d shows the ATT mean parameters, which indicate that there is possibly a slightly higher benefit from the treatment among those who actually participate in the treatment, but the ATT parameter estimates are not significantly different from the ATE estimates, consistent again with the proposition of equal effects among participant types.

Figure 3 shows the effect of general political knowledge on the probability of a correct response on each of the seven questions, holding constant the treatment actually received. Like in other studies (e.g., Delli Carpini and Keeter 1993, 1996:270), we find that participants are “generalists” of a sort, that is, those with a higher general knowledge of politics also tend to know more about immigration, with
some variability across the questions. In addition, we find that participants with a higher general knowledge are more likely to participate in deliberation by 20% ($p<0.05$). We do not find, however, that those with higher general knowledge typically respond better to the treatments than those with low general knowledge (Gilens 2001, Jerit et al. 2006). For questions 1 and 2, those with higher general knowledge appear to gain more from the deliberative treatment than from merely being exposed to the background information. But this pattern is reversed for question 6, and there is no difference between the treatment groups for questions 3, 4, 5 and 7. This suggests, as with the MTE, average participants, even those with low general political knowledge, learn from the deliberative sessions just as well as those with high general knowledge.

Similarly, we found few consistent differences in the probability of a correct responses across race, gender or employment for any of the questions. White respondents were ($p<0.05$), slightly less likely to answer question 3 (by 6%) and question 5 (by 7%); female respondents were slightly less likely to answer question 1 correctly (by 7%) and question 2 correctly (by 2%) and more likely to answer question 3 correctly (by 4%); and those who are employed full time are less likely to answer questions 3 (by 4%) 4 (by 4%) and 7 (by 5%) correctly. We found that the KN panelists were statistically less likely to answer questions 1 (by 16%), 2 (by 4%), 5 (by 9%) and 7 (by 1%) correctly, which is consistent with the proposition that the KN panels are demographically better representative than the non-KN panels.

We found very few significant effects at level 3, comparing participant types and treatment effects across the congressional districts. After controlling for the exogenous variables in the model, we find no statistically significant differences in the size of the effects for the deliberative group and the information only group across the congressional districts, which indicates that the sessions were equally informative. We also found no heterogeneity in the responses across the congressional districts, which suggests that constituents are equally motivated to learn about the issue and discuss the issue across the sites. In addition, we found no differences between the March 2007 expert sessions compared to the member sessions held in the summer of 2006. This latter finding suggests that citizens are able to learn from interacting with an expert just as much as their Member of Congress.
Finally, we included several variables in an attempt to disentangle the mechanism by which the treatments lead to an improvement in policy knowledge. The first mechanism posits that respondents who participate in deliberation are exposed to information from their Member (or the expert) during the course of the discussion. To test this mechanism, we included a dichotomous variable in each question response equation, indicating whether that item was mentioned in the respondent’s session. Here we found substantial effects, with an increased chance of a correct answer on question 1 (by 27%), question 4 (by 21%), question 5 (by 40%), and question 7 (by 3%), all statistically significant at p<0.05.

The second mechanism posits that those who are given the opportunity to deliberate with their member (or, a policy expert) tend to be more motivated to learn the background material. We test this second mechanism by interacting the treatment the participant actually received (deliberative or information only) with the log of the time she spent reading the background materials and taking the BGM survey. If the interaction coefficient is significantly larger for the deliberative group compared to the information only group, this would suggest the marginal productivity of time spent on the background materials was greater for the former. For the question responses considered separately the point estimates for the several of the interaction terms for the treatment group were positive and large, although not statistically significant. We re-estimated the GET model using the sum of correct responses as a single outcome variable, using a binomial distribution with denominator of seven and a probit link function, to test whether effects could be observed for the aggregated responses. Here we find that increasing time spent on the background materials from one standard deviation below the mean to one above the mean increased the probability of answering a question correctly by 21% for those in the deliberative group. There was no effect of time spent for those in the information only group. This suggests the marginal productivity of time with the background materials was substantially higher for the deliberative group compared to the information only group, which is consistent with the proposition that the former group was more motivated to learn the material.

The third mechanism hypothesizes that the prospect of deliberating induces participants to pay closer attention to media reports on immigration (abundant in the summer of 2006) and other extra-study
information sources. Participants with the opportunity to interact with their Member of Congress might have felt a greater motivation to learn about the topic in preparation for the session. To test this we conducted an additional series of regressions using the GET model (results available upon request). We observe statistically significant and substantively large positive treatment effects on following media reporting on immigration (measured on the BGM survey); feeling the duty to stay informed about politics (measured on the follow up survey); following the 2006 elections in the news and knowing which party controlled both the House and the Senate after the elections (all three from the November survey); and for the number of people outside the study with whom respondents discussed immigration (measured separately on the BGM survey and the November survey). While space does not permit developing these supplemental models and reporting the results in full here, the size and direction of the results lend strong support to the idea that those in the deliberative group were more motivated to attend to information about immigration policy (and politics in general) outside the context of the study.

Discussion

In what is perhaps the most prominent analysis of political knowledge in survey research, Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996:10) argue that the knowledge relevant to a citizen’s capacity for effective democratic citizenship is the “range of factual information about politics that is stored in long term memory.” This stored factual information is “the kind of information that gives citizens… the ability to think and act with greater autonomy and authority.” We argue that such a collection of static, stored facts is largely orthogonal to the expectations for democratic citizens embedded in Madisonian democratic theory. Instead, similar to Prior and Lupia (forthcoming) and Zaller (2003), we view the kind of competence democratic citizens need is the capacity to learn about policies when a appropriate occasion arise.

In our experiment, we find that when the average citizen is given the opportunity to interact with their member of Congress – a highly direct occasion for exercising accountability – she has a strong tendency to gain knowledge that is useful to make accountability effective. The ATE estimates in our study are all large and positive. With all due respect to H.L. Mencken, the typical survey measures of static political knowledge underestimate the competence of citizens.
We do observe that those participants with a higher general knowledge of politics do have a better overall grasp of immigration policy (as found in Delli Carpini and Keeter 1993: 1184 and 1996: 270). Delli Carpini and Keeter interpret this shift in the intercepts of the outcome equations as a threat to the fundamental principle of equality among citizens (1996: 271), in that those who sit at the top of society’s knowledge pyramid – and who are privileged in so many other ways – also know more about specialized policy topics. In our experiments, however, the capacity to become informed in response to a political event is largely orthogonal to general knowledge (Gilens 200, Jerit et al. 2006) as well as to respondents’ motivation to participate in the experiment (as observed in the MTE and ATT parameter estimates). Since this equality is with respect to citizen’s capacity to become informed, the equality is evident in the dimension of intelligence that is relevant to Madisonian democracy. We argue that the pessimistic normative conclusions that dominates this literature may follow from an inadequate theory of democracy, and a correspondingly inadequate method for data collection and analysis (Achen 1975), rather than from an inadequate democratic public.

Conclusion

Of course, citizens do not ordinarily get the opportunity to interact with their Member of Congress, or to participate in deliberative experiments. Indeed, to our knowledge, we are the first in political science to involve current members of Congress in field experiments. But our argument suggests that democracy might be able to make do with modest levels of interaction between citizens and their representatives. To a point, opportunity matters more than uptake. In our experiment, we measure the typical citizen’s capacity to learn about public policy, and this capacity is most relevant to Madisonian and deliberative representation, both in theory (Pitkin 1967: 222-3, Madison 1961, Habermas 1996) and in practice (Fenno 1978: 231, Kingdon 1989:248, Arnold 1990: 68). In addition, we observe large treatment effects from these online interactions, on a magnitude similar to or perhaps larger than those found in face-to-face deliberative experiments (Fishkin and Luskin 2005). This implies that with the expansion of online technologies, and the increasing penetration of Internet access in society, the emergence of digital government practices such as online town-halls may pave the way for citizens to more regularly interact
with their member of Congress and other publicly accountable actors, should they so choose (Lupia, forthcoming). This would afford more regular opportunities for citizens to exercise their apparent capacity to learn about politics and policies, and more robustly participate in democratic politics.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome Responses (Immigration Policy Knowledge)</th>
<th>Pretreatment Mean</th>
<th>Pretreatment SD</th>
<th>Endogenous Mean</th>
<th>Endogenous SD</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question 1: About how many illegal immigrants currently reside in the U.S.? [12,000,000]</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>1265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 2: About how many illegal immigrants come into the U.S. each year? [500,000]</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>1265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 3: About what fraction of illegal immigrants in the U.S. are from Mexico? [1/2 – 2/3]</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>1265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 4: Under current law, it is a felony to reside illegally in the United States. [No]</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>1265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 5: Under current law, do companies who want to employ non-citizen immigrants have to prove that doing so will not hurt the employment of U.S. citizens? [Yes]</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>1265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 6: Under current law, are illegal immigrants who have lived in the U.S. for five years or more eligible to apply for citizenship? [No]</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>0.487</td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>1265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 7: If an illegal immigrant has a baby while living in the U.S. does that child automatically become a U.S. citizen? [Yes]</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>1265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment Indicators (Z)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliberative Condition (Z_D)</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Only Condition (Z_B)</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True Control (Z_C)</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation Indicators (P)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willing to Do Surveys but not Deliberative (P_A)</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participated in Deliberative Group (P_DZ)</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>1204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed BGM Survey (P_BZ)</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>1603</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed Follow Up Survey (P_RZ)</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>1652</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed November Survey (P_N)</td>
<td>0.702</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>1348</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Political Knowledge Indicators (η_2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Currently Held by Dick Cheney (G_1)</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch that Determines Law’s Constitutionality (G_2)</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority Required to Override Veto (G_3)</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Majority Party (G_4)</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which Party More Conservative (G_5)</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exogenous Control Variables (X)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Networks Panelist (X_1)</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.479</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (X_2)</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>0.393</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (X_3)</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Time Work(X_4)</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGM Exposed Correct Answer for O_1 (X_5)</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>848</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of Time on BGM and BGM Survey ($X_a$)</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>438</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SessionExposedCorrectAnswer for $O_k$ (average)</td>
<td>1.759</td>
<td>3.561</td>
<td>848</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Session ($S$)</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Estimated Correlations between Participation and Outcome Equations, $\rho_{\hat{\alpha}_k, \hat{\beta}_m}$ for $k \in [1 \text{ to } 7]$ and $m \in \{A, B|Z, D|Z, R|Z\}$
(Standard errors in parentheses)

| Probability that Respondent is Willing/Able to Deliberate $[\lambda_A, 0.04]$ | Probability that Respondent Completes BGM Survey (if assigned) $[\lambda_{B|Z}, -1.8^*$] | Probability that Respondent Participates in Deliberation (if assigned) $[\lambda_{D|Z}, -1.6^*]$ | Probability that Respondent Completes the Follow Up Survey (if eligible) $[\lambda_{R|Z}, -4.0^*]$ |
|---|---|---|---|
| P(Question 1 Response is Correct) $[\lambda_{1}, 1]$ | -0.029 (0.050) | -0.615* (0.014) | -0.599* (0.018) | -0.686* (0.004) |
| P(Question 2 Response is Correct) $[\lambda_{2}, 0.5^*]$ | -0.018 (0.033) | -0.392* (0.093) | -0.382* (0.091) | -0.437* (0.104) |
| P(Question 3 Response is Correct) $[\lambda_{3}, 0.2]$ | -0.008 (0.018) | -0.172 (0.121) | -0.167 (0.118) | -0.191 (0.135) |
| P(Question 4 Response is Correct) $[\lambda_{4}, 0.3]$ | -0.010 (0.021) | -0.230 (0.115) | -0.224* (0.112) | -0.256 (0.128) |
| P(Question 5 Response is Correct) $[\lambda_{5}, 0.2]$ | -0.007 (0.018) | -0.163 (0.120) | -0.159 (0.117) | -0.182 (0.134) |
| P(Question 6 Response is Correct) $[\lambda_{6}, 0.6^*]$ | -0.020 (0.036) | -0.427* (0.092) | -0.416* (0.090) | -0.477* (0.103) |
| P(Question 7 Response is Correct) $[\lambda_{7}, 0.5]$ | -0.015 (0.032) | -0.341* (0.166) | -0.332* (0.162) | -0.380* (0.185) |

$p<0.05$, $^*p<0.10$

Notes: 1) Correlations between the outcome equations and the probability of responding to the November survey are not shown.
2) Estimated factor coefficients are in square brackets. The symbol $^*$ indicates an estimate.
Figure 1a: Average Treatment Effects (Mean Parameters, $\Delta^{ATE}$)

![Graph showing average treatment effects for mean parameters with confidence intervals shaded]

Note: Whiskers indicate 90% confidence intervals.

Figure 1b: Average Treatment Effects (Distributional Parameters, $\Delta^{ATE}$)

![Graph showing average treatment effects for distributional parameters with confidence intervals shaded]

Note: Whiskers indicate 90% confidence intervals.
Figure 2a. Marginal Treatment Effects ($\Delta^{MTE}$) Among those Least Likely to Participate

Figure 2b. Marginal Treatment Effects ($\Delta^{MTE}$) Among those on the Cusp of Participating

Figure 2c. Marginal Treatment Effects ($\Delta^{MTE}$) Among those Most Likely to Participate

Figure 2d. Average Treatment Effects for the Treated ($\Delta^{ATT}$)
Figure 3: General Knowledge Effects, Conditional on Participation
(Change in Knowledge from Mean to One Standard Deviation Above Mean)

Note: Whiskers indicate 90% confidence intervals
We are using the term “deliberation” in a primarily descriptive, rather than a necessarily approbative sense. We make no claims that our sessions were high quality deliberation; only that subjects got relevant background reading and came together to exchange reasons for and against policy reform. Thompson (forthcoming) argues persuasively for a partial separation between conceptual and evaluative criteria for deliberation. (See also Neblo, forthcoming.) For our larger project we do attempt to code for the deliberative “quality” of each session (Steiner et. al. 2004; Neblo 2000).

There were two planned sessions with the neutral expert. In addition, one Member backed out of participating too late to cancel the session. The expert substituted in this case as well. However, given the theoretical mechanisms for information gains we discuss below, this case is more appropriately grouped with the sessions involving Members.

For a similar argument regarding media coverage, see Zaller 2003.

The moderator very lightly screened questions if they were patently offensive or vulgar, completely incoherent, or closely duplicated the content of a previous question. Other than duplication, the need to screen was quite rare. In addition, no constituent got to have a second question/comment posted until all others in the queue had theirs posted.

We also conducted two sessions in March of 2007 where participants interacted with a policy expert rather than a member.

Due to budget constraints, we did not send the follow up survey to participants assigned to either the information only condition or to the deliberative condition and who did not read the background materials or participate in deliberation.

Another approach to estimate structural parameters, given the simultaneous problems of non-compliance and non-response is principal stratification (Frangakis and Rubin 2002), which Imai discusses extensively and extends in a series of papers (Imai 2006 and Horiuchi, Imai and Tanguchi 2007). This method identifies the average treatment effect for the treated, but not the average treatment effect.
Notice that potential participants were informed of the specific times when the session(s) for their
district would occur, so presumably some, but not all, potential participants with \( P_A = 1 \) were unable to
participate in the session because of exogenous time and scheduling conflicts.

Note a complication that this randomization was not uniform across sites. Some districts had a
relatively small KN panel and so for some (but not all) sites \( Z_D = 1 \) if \( P_A = 1 \)

Randomization is not perfect in our application; some sites were fully randomized and some were not.
Thus the assumption that the latent indices are the same scale across the treatment arms of our study is
somewhat strong. We find that the common latent index assumption is highly robust to using alternative
scales for the index (results not reported).

AHV (2005) allow the treatment effect to differ across participant types by estimating \( \lambda_x \) as an
expanded function of the (endogenous) treatment variables \( \lambda_x = \lambda_{1k} + \lambda_{2k} P_D | Z | Z \). This in effect
estimates both the main effect of participant type on the outcome, and the interaction between the
participant type and the treatment she actually received. In addition, this expansion of \( \lambda_x \) identifies the
correlation between the individual’s treated and untreated conditions. Empirically, we did not find that
the expanded factor coefficients different from each other, and so in the estimates below we assume only
a common treatment effect.

To retrieve the correlations among the participation variables using this equation, substitute \( m' = m \) for
\( k \), and to retrieve the correlations among the outcomes, substitute \( k' = k \) for \( m \).

Throughout we have used the normal distribution to structure all latent variables and error terms. This
assumption is not required and can easily be relaxed. Note that the variances of the outcomes also can be
estimated in GET when they are identified. In this application, none of the variances are identified, so the
variance equations of the outcome models are suppressed.

We deterministically do not observe the response (\( P_{RZ} = 0 \) because of the study constraints) for those
assigned to the deliberative condition and did not comply on either the BGM or deliberation \( E' = ( P_A = 1,
P_{BZ} = 0, P_{DZ} = 0, P_{NZ} = 0, P_N = n, Z_D = 1, Z_B = 0, Z_C = 0, X = x, S = s ) \); those assigned to the information only
condition and did not comply on the BGM ($P_A=a$, $P_{B|Z}=0$, $P_{D|Z}=0$, $P_{R|Z}=0$, $P_{N}=n$, $Z_{D}=0$, $Z_{B}=1$, $Z_{C}=0$, $X=x$, $S=s$); and a residual group that was randomly excluded from the study ($Z=0$). Because of this, we can only identify comparisons between the cells listed $E_C$ above.

15 There were five response options plus “Don’t Know,” so the baseline guess rate is 17%.

16 In the parlance of the statistical experimental literature, these variables indicate the unobserved attribute of whether the participant is a “complier” or “never taker.” In the GET model, this underlying propensity is taken as an unobserved, continuous attribute. Since we restricted respondents’ access to the background materials and the sessions, our sample cannot include either “always takers” or “defiers” for the deliberative condition.

17 We get very similar results if we simply include an additive general knowledge scale using the five items, or if we dichotomize the additive scale into “high” and “low” knowledge scores.

18 The estimated change in probabilities assume the participant is average in all respects except we assume he or she is from a KN panel, did not get the question correct on the baseline survey, and if in a deliberative group, was exposed to the correct answer during the session.

19 This is controlling for whether the respondent gave a correct response on the pretest. Those who gave a correct pretest response were 20% to 60% more likely to get the item correct on the follow up survey, across all questions ($p<0.01$).

20 In addition, KN panelists were much more likely to participate in the study (all effects significant at $p<0.05$): 40% more likely to read the background materials take the survey, 37% more likely to participate in discussions if assigned to the deliberative arm, 42% more likely to respond to the follow up survey, and 87% more likely to respond to the November survey (the last finding likely driven by the eligibility rule and the fact that KN panelists are more likely to take up their assigned treatments).